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Abstract
Decoders that make use of token-passing restrict their

search space by various types of token pruning. With use of
the Language Model Look-Ahead (LMLA) technique it is pos-
sible to increase the number of tokens that can be pruned with-
out loss of decoding precision. Unfortunately, for token passing
decoders that use single static pronunciation prefix trees, full
n-gram LMLA increases the needed number of language model
probability calculations considerably. In this paper a method for
applying full n-gram LMLA in a decoder with a single static
pronunciation tree is introduced. The experiments show that
this method improves the speed of the decoder without an in-
crease of search errors.
Index Terms: Automatic speech recognition, decoding, token
pruning, language model look-ahead

1. Introduction
Decoding can be regarded as finding the optimal path in a large
search space. When the token-passing algorithm is applied,
each token represents a possible path in this search space. Es-
pecially with large lexicons and language models, the number
of possible paths and therefore the number of tokens needed
to run an exhaustive search can be dramatically high and the
search can easily take up near infinite computational efforts.
Therefore, it is very important that the search space is some-
how managed and that the number of used tokens is restricted.
Typically this is achieved by deleting or pruning the tokens that
represent the least promising paths.

The risk of token pruning is that the optimal path, i.e. the
token with the highest score after all feature vectors have been
processed, could be deleted from the search space during one of
the pruning runs. In order to prevent this, it is best to perform
pruning based on both acoustical knowledge as well as language
model information. If the language model score is added to the
tokens as soon as a new word is known, at the leaves of the
tree, there will be a big gap between the scores of the tokens
just before adding the LM priors and just after adding them.
In combination with enthusiastic token pruning, this gap might
cause too many tokens to be pruned away. This problem can be
solved by incorporating language model information at every
node of the tree instead of only at the leave nodes. Language
Model Look-Ahead (LMLA, [1]) makes it possible to incorpo-
rate approximations of the language model probabilities into the
search tree at an earlier stage, before pruning is performed. This
means that pruning is not only based on acoustical knowledge
but also on linguistic knowledge. In [1] it has been shown that
LMLAwill allow for tighter pruning without loss of recognition
accuracy.

For decoders that use copies of their Pronunciation Prefix
Trees (PPT) to handle n-gram history, the LMLA probability
approximations can be stored directly in the tree copies. Unfor-
tunately, for decoders that don’t apply PPT copying but instead
use a single static tree, it is not possible to store the LMLA prob-
ability approximations directly into the tree [1]. Without taking
special measures, for these decoders the LM probabilities need
to be looked-up at every time frame. The time needed to do so
will diminish the advantage of the smaller search space. In this
paper a method will be provided that enables an efficient imple-
mentation of LMLA and reduces the LM probability look-up
time for decoders that use static PPTs. This method is imple-
mented in a decoder called SHoUT that was developed at the
University of Twente.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
in section 2, the architecture of the SHoUT decoder is dis-
cussed. Next, in section 3, the token pruning methods applied
by the SHoUT decoder will be discussed and in section 4 an
overview of other systems using LMLA is given and the method
used by the SHoUT decoder is described. The paper is con-
cluded with experiments on the broadcast news domain (sec-
tion 5) and with a discussion (section 6).

2. The SHoUT decoder
The Viterbi search of the SHoUT decoder is implemented using
the token passing paradigm. Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
applying Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and n-gram back-
off language models are used to calculate acoustical likelihoods
of context dependent phones and to calculate language proba-
bilities respectively. The HMMs are organized in a single PPT
as described among others in [2, 3]. Instead of copying PPTs
for each possible linguistic state (the LM n-gram history), each
token contains a pointer to its LM history (see figure 1). Tokens
coming from leaves of the PPT are fed back into the root node
of the tree after their n-gram history is updated. Only for tokens
with the same LM history, token collisions will occur. This
means that each HMM state of each node in the single PPT can
contain a list of tokens with unique n-gram histories. These lists
are sorted in descending order of the token probability scores.

The language model is stored in lookup tables. The first
table contains unigram probabilities and backoff values for all
words of the lexicon. The statistics for all available bigrams,
trigrams and 4-grams are stored in minimal perfect hash ta-
bles [4]. These hash tables contain the probability and backoff
values of exactly one n-gram item in each slot of the table. This
means that no extra memory is needed except for storing the
hash function and for the key of each data structure, the n-gram
history. The key is needed during lookup to ensure that the cor-
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Figure 1: The modular architecture of the SHoUT decoder. The
acoustic model, language model and the pronunciation prefix
tree are each implemented in their own module and communi-
cate through a straightforward API. For the token passing ad-
ministration, token lists are needed.

rect n-gram is found as the hash function will map queries for
non-existing n-grams to random slots. The algorithm proposed
in [5, 4] is used to generate the hash functions. The use of a
minimal perfect hash table has the advantage that all n-gram
probabilities can be found with a single lookup. Therefore, in
practice the procedure is as fast as using a cache for often oc-
curring words.

3. Token pruning
3.1. Common pruning methods

Two types of token pruning methods are commonly used in
PPT based decoders: beam pruning and histogram pruning [6].
With beam pruning, tokens with a probability value between the
best found probability and the best probability minus a constant
beam are retained at each time-frame. All tokens that are not
within this beam are deleted. The SHoUT decoder uses two
beam pruning methods. During global beam pruning all tokens
of the entire PPT are compared to the best scoring token and
pruned if necessary. Word-end beam pruning is done on all to-
kens that are at the leaves of the PPT and for which the LM
probabilities are incorporated into their probability scores. This
pruning method is used to limit the number of tokens that is fed
back into the root node of the PPT.

Histogram pruning is also implemented in the SHoUT de-
coder. Here, only the best N tokens are retained when the num-
ber of tokens exceeds a maximum N which significantly re-
stricts required memory [6]. This method is called histogram
pruning because for sorting the tokens on their score, often a
histogram is used [6]. Simular to beam pruning, histogram
pruning is performed both globally (global histogram pruning)
and in the leaves of the tree (word-end histogram pruning).

3.2. Pruning in SHoUT

Global pruning and word-end pruning, both by applying beam
pruning or histogram pruning, are commonly used in PPT based
decoders. For decoders that use static trees such as the SHoUT
decoder, a third pruning method can be used that is not ex-
plicitely mentioned in the literature. Instead of only pruning
tokens that are in the word-end nodes, pruning is performed in
each single node of the PPT. This pruning method, referred to
as single-state pruning, restricts the length of each token-list. In
the SHoUT decoder these token-lists are sorted on token score,
which allows those lists to be pruned very efficiently (both for

single-state beam pruning and single-state histogram pruning).
Although the length of the token-lists does not influence proces-
sor load needed for calculating Gaussian Mixtures, it does take
a lot of processing time to merge long lists and to calculate LM
probabilities for all tokens. When LMLA is used, the lists need
to be re-ordered in each compressed node (see below). There-
fore restricting the length of the lists by using these two pruning
methods should speed up the search considerably.

4. Language Model Look-ahead
Language model knowledge is added to the hypothesis score at
the PPT leaf nodes. Beam pruning is done earlier in the tree
solely on the basis of acoustic evidence. Incorporating the LM
model in an early stage into the tree will make it possible to
compare and prune hypotheses on both linguistic and acoustic
evidence. LMLA [1] achieves this by calculating for each token
in the tree the LM probabilities of all words that are reachable
from that token and temporarily adding the best one to the to-
ken’s score. When the token reaches a leaf node, the temporary
LM probability is replaced by the probability of the word rep-
resented by the leaf node. Following this procedure, sharper
beams can be applied during pruning so that less tokens need
to be processed and decoding is speed up considerably. On the
down side, calculating all possible LM probabilities for all to-
kens takes a lot of time. In the literature a number of meth-
ods to manage these calculations is proposed. First, these solu-
tions will be discussed and then the solution developed for the
SHoUT decoder will be described.

4.1. LMLA in other systems

The least complex way for reducing the number of LM look-
ups while applying LMLA is to use unigram probabilities for
the look-ahead. By using unigrams the approximation of the
best final LM score will be less precise, but it becomes possible
to integrate these look-ahead scores directly in the PPT. In this
case, each node stores a single value: the difference between
the best LM score from before and after entering the particular
node. Because only unigrams are used, these look-ahead val-
ues can be applied for all tokens, no matter their n-gram history.
Unfortunately, it was shown that unigram look-ahead is outper-
formed by higher order look-ahead systems [1, 4].

Another method to reduce the number of LM look-ups is
proposed in [1]. All nodes of the PPT with only one succes-
sor node are skipped for calculating the LMLA values. The
resulting compressed PPT will never require more nodes than
twice the number of words from the PPT, reducing the number
of needed LM lookups. The decoder in [1] uses tree copies in
order to incorporate the LM probabilities. LMLA is performed
on demand whenever a new copy is needed.

In [7] at each node in the compressed PPT a list is stored
with all words that are still reachable from that node. For small
word lists, the look-ahead value is calculated exactly (each tri-
gram probability is calculated and the best is chosen). Huge
word lists, at the root of the PPT, are skipped. For all other lists,
the intersection with the n-gram lists are calculated before cal-
culating the LMLA values. This saves a considerable amount of
search time for those words that do not have a trigram or bigram
LM value.

Similar to the systems described in [4, 8], the SHoUT de-
coder does not make tree copies. Instead, LM histories are
stored in the tokens and the PTT is shared by all tokens. There-
fore, Storing the LMLA values directly in the tree is not possi-
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ble. To circumvent this problem, in [4] and [8] an LMLA cache
is created in each node of the tree. These small caches contain
LMLA values of earlier computed LM histories. Although the
caches are highly optimized, the procedure takes more time than
reading the single values directly when tree copying is applied.
The LMLA data structure proposed below makes it possible to
obtain a pre-calculated lookahead value in a static tree without
searching in a cache.

4.2. LMLA in the SHoUT decoder

Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the data structure used
to speed up language model look-ahead in the SHoUT decoder.
Each node in the static PPT that has more than one successor
or that is a leaf node (each node that is part of the compressed
tree as described in [1]) is assigned a unique LMLA index value.
LMLA probabilities are not stored directly in the nodes, but in
LMLA field structures. Each structure contains the look-ahead
values for tokens with one particular language model history in
an array of probabilities P. The LMLA index of a node points
to the corresponding LMLA probability in P. The probability
array P is filled using the dynamic programming procedure de-
scribed in [1]. Starting at the leaf nodes the LM probabilities
are calculated. The probabilities are propagated backwards to
the root of the tree and at each branch the maximum probability
is selected and stored in P. Using this method, each candidate
LM probability is calculated exactly one time. Each LMLA
field structure is stored in a global hash table.

Figure 2: The architecture of the SHoUT decoder including the
module for language model lookahead (LMLA). Also an LMLA-
index is added to each node in the PPT and a pointer to an
LMLA field is added to each token list (marked in yellow).

When a new token enters the root of the PPT, the LMLA
field structure having the identical LM history as the token is
looked-up in the hash table. If a field structure with the same
LM history does not yet exist, a new one is created and added to
the hash table. A pointer to the LMLA field structure is stored
in the token. Once the token is linked to a field, obtaining the
LMLA probabilities is straightforward. When a token is prop-
agated to a new node, it uses this node’s LMLA index on the
probability array of the LMLA field structure. This action only
takes two look-ups: retrieving the LMLA index and retrieving
the probability. The search through the hash table is needed
only once. After that, the time needed for look-ups is negligi-
ble.

The boolean parameter used of the LMLA field structure is
set to true each time the field object is used for a look-up. All
LMLA fields that are not used (used parameter is false) during
a fixed time window are deleted in order to safe memory.

5. Experiments
First, the efficiency of the pruning methods and LMLA is tested
in three experiments on the broadcast news domain. Next, two
additional experiments are conducted in order to determine if
unigram LMLA is equally effective as using n-gram LMLA.
All experiments are conducted on Dutch broadcast news record-
ings. The first set of experiments are performed using our
broadcast news development set. The second set of experiments
is conducted on the recently made available development set for
the Dutch benchmark N-Best [9].

5.1. Pruning and LMLA

Three experiments are conducted to test the pruning methods
and the LMLA efficiency. For the first experiment, only global
beam pruning, global histogram pruning and word-end beam
pruning is used. In the second experiment, state beam pruning
and state histogram pruning is used as well. Finally, in the third
experiment, also LMLA is applied. In order to ensure that it
is possible to compare the experiments purely on basis of their
needed processing time, the pruning configuration of each ex-
periment is chosen so that the word error rate is the same for all
experiments (29.5%).

The pruning values for the three experiments shown in ta-
ble 1 are obtained by first setting the global beam threshold so
that the WER is 29.5% and then setting the other thresholds as
tight as possible without influencing the word error rate.

global word-end state
ID beam, hist. beam beam, hist. LMLA
exp-1 210, 125000 45 no, no no
exp-2 210, 125000 45 75, 250 no
exp-3 150, 40000 45 50, 250 yes

Table 1: The pruning configuration of each experiment. The
first number in the global end state columns represent the beam
value. The second number is the histogram value.

For decoding the broadcast news recordings, a dictionary
containing 65K words was used. At the time of these exper-
iments, the decoder was not yet able to handle 4-grams and
therefore a trigram LM was used. All experiments are con-
ducted on a machine with a 3.4GHz Intel Xeon processor. For
each experiment the number of search errors [10], the WER and
the real-time factor of the system are calculated. Finally, also
the average and maximum number of active nodes and num-
ber of tokens needed to decode each sentence are stored. For
the third experiment also the maximum and average number of
LMLA lookup tables are stored.

5.1.1. Results

For all three experiments, the word error rate was 29.5% and
3.5% WER was due to search errors, showing that the system
performance was the same for each experiment. The real-time
factor (RTF) of the first experiment (only global and word-end
pruning) is 27.4 while the RTF of the third experiment is 10.5.
This improvement is obtained because of the drastic reduction
of active nodes and tokens due to LMLA. In table 2 all mea-
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sured statistics of the three experiments are listed. The unused
fields of the LMLA hash table are not deleted every time-frame
(10ms) but every 25 frames. This means that the actual average
active fields is less than the 51 mentioned in table 2. The num-
ber of tokens is measured each time-frame before histogram
pruning. Therefore it is possible to have an average number
of tokens that is higher than the histogram pruning threshold.

Average number of
ID RTF nodes tokens LMLA fields
exp-1 27.4 43314 126782 n.a.
exp-2 24.9 43730 124839 n.a.
exp-3 10.5 11395 20686 51

Table 2: The measured statistics of the three experiments. For
all experiments the WER was 29.5%.

As can be seen from table 2, the second system (with state
pruning) is roughly 9% faster than the first system (without state
pruning) while the average number of tokens was only reduced
by 1.5%. This is explained with the optimization that is possible
when single-state pruning is applied: single-state pruning can
be applied directly during the merging of two token-lists com-
ing from different HMM states into the same state. Without
single-state pruning, all tokens of both lists need to be placed
into the merged list, whereas when using single-state pruning,
the merged list is finished as soon as the maximum number of
tokens is reached (because all token-lists are sorted on token
score).

5.2. Unigram LMLA

As discussed before, one solution for reducing the needed num-
ber of LM look-ups is to apply unigram LMLA instead of full
n-gram look-ahead. In order to prove that this method is not as
efficient as full LMLA, two extra experiments were conducted.
First the system with full LMLA is run and after that a system
that only uses unigram LMLA is evaluated. As before, for these
two experiments the pruning parameters are determined so that
the WER is equal for both experiments (29.6%) and the per-
formance can be measured by the real-time factor. The experi-
ments are performed on the development set of the NBest task.
In table 3 the results of the two experiments are listed. Although
in the second experiment, less time was spend in querying LM
n-grams, more tokens and token-lists were needed. The need of
these tokens slowed down the decoder considerably.

LMLA global word-end state
method beam, hist. beam beam, hist. RTF
Trigram 150, 40000 50 65, 160 14.0
Unigram 160, 85000 50 75, 210 18.9

Table 3: The settings used for the unigram and trigram LMLA
experiments. To obtain a WER of 29.6%, for unigram LMLA,
wider pruning settings are needed resulting in an increase of
the real-time factor of 35%.

6. Discussion
The experiments discussed in section 5 show that the single-
state pruning method reduced the real-time factor of the system
considerably and also the architecture for performing LMLA
efficiently in static tree based decoders helps increasing the de-
coder speed performance. It has also been shown that in the
SHoUT decoder, this LMLA architecture outperforms unigram
look-ahead.

Although the unigram LMLA system was 35% slower than
the full LMLA system, it must be noted that the system without
LMLA was even 2.4 times as slow as the optimal system. The
fact that unigram LMLA already provides a considerable speed-
up, and that it is less complex to implement than full LMLA,
could be a consideration to chose for unigram LMLA. Also,
note that the reported real-time factor results are closely related
to the implementation of the SHoUT decoder and that it is pos-
sible that, if implemented in another decoder, the RTF gain of
the full LMLA system compared to the unigram LMLA sys-
tem is less distinct. Given this caveat, the experiments with the
SHoUT decoder are very promising and it is our believe that full
LMLA using the proposed data architecture will also improve
the real time factor of other token passing decoders.

Some decoders use pre-compiled caches for LM probabil-
ity look-up of the most occurring words. This helps because
these words are used considerably more often than the remain-
ing words and therefore have a high probability of being looked
up. In the SHoUT decoder, no cache is being used, but instead
a very efficient LM look-up method (discussed in section 2) is
implemented that reduces a regular n-gram query to calculat-
ing the key for a minimum perfect hash table and using this
key to directly access the probability. A cache might be useful
for speeding up the calculation of the key, but the effect of this
speed-up will be highly limited.
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